Minimum alveolar concentration: A reconsideration
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Abstract

Minimum alveolar concentration (MAC), served as the vital concept for standard measure of potency for inhaled volatile anesthetic agents, has been employed in anesthetic practice for more than 50 years. A re-consideration in the connotation and influence factors on MAC is introduced in this article. MAC actually indicates “median effective dose (ED50) for immobility”, but it is at least not comprehensive for MAC being as anesthetic potency, the total effects of inhaled volatile anesthetic agents. Without a strict “additive” nature, MAC is only the potency rather than efficacy, and the measured value of MAC usually is more than that of ED50 for the disappearance of righting reflex. Some factors, such as duration time of anesthesia, and the pattern, intensity and positions of stimulus, all can affect the measured value of MAC. In the future, in order to make MAC play more important and scientific role in the anesthetic practice, there should be an intensive study on the measured value of MAC of inhaled volatile anesthetic agents in different situations including the pattern, intensity and location of the stimulus.
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Introduction

Minimum alveolar concentration (MAC) provides a target-controlled titration and real-time feedback of inhaled volatile anesthetic agent administration. It is defined as the minimum alveolar concentration at sea level of inhaled anesthetic required to prevent apparently purposeful movement in 50% of patients in response to a “standardized” surgical incision under a standard atmospheric pressure. [1]

MAC served as the vital standard measure of potency for inhaled volatile anesthetic agents and has been employed in anesthetic practice for more than 50 years, since Eger et al. introduced the concept in 1965. [2] Nevertheless, it so far has had and will still have great significance in the future in quantitative effect comparison and guiding the clinical anesthesia application of different inhaled volatile anesthetic agents. Currently the authors provided some new thinking in the connotation and influence factors on MAC after years of practice and thinking.

MAC indicates “ED50 (median effective dose) for immobility”

The measured value of MAC refers to the measurement of end-tidal anesthetic concentrations of volatile anesthetic agent administration when there is half of the experimental subject immobility in response to a given noxious stimulus, such as clamping, skin incision or electrical stimulation by sequential method (or up-down method). Obviously, MAC is the quantal response or all-or-none response, equivalent to ED50, and matches the end-tidal concentration without movement as an index, so it in fact indicates “ED50 for immobility”, the effective dose for 50% of subjects without movement. In light of individual variation, it is difficult to measure the minimum alveolar concentration, and so ED50 is only used in pharmacology. The ED50 is a single point on the steepest part of dose-response curve, and response will have an obvious change with any slight change in dose. Based on these reasons, it is not appropriate to define MAC as “minimum dose of alveolar concentration”. The authors suggest defining the MAC as “median effective dose for immobility” or “ED50 for immobility”.

The mobility of body results from pain induced by nociceptive stimulus and the reflex contraction of skeletal muscle. MAC indicates the volatile anesthetic agents have the effect...
of immobility, which is the combined effects of analgesia and the inability to move, and it is still not clear what the proportion of each role of these two effects is.

**MAC does not reflect anesthetic potency**

MAC has long been used as the index of anesthetic potency of volatile anesthetic agents. In fact, MAC only reflects the effect of immobility induced by an agent, rather than the other effects. The less value of MAC means the stronger effect to produce immobility and vice versa. In addition to analgesia, immobility, anesthetic potency of volatile anesthetic agents includes sedative, hypnosis, stability, cognitive dysfunction, consciousness loss, stress reaction inhibition etc. And that, just for analgesia or insensitive to pain, MAC only reflects the response of skin and subcutaneous tissue to nociceptive stimulus, a standardized surgical stimulation (incision). However, patients who underwent operation also are subjected to stimulus from endotracheal intubation, stripping rib, visceral traction, or angiokinesis, etc., which can’t be reflected by MAC. [3]

MAC approximately equals to ED50, and different MAC can be obtained by change in the pattern, intensity of stimulus and observed indicator, such as “MAC-intubation”, “MAC-awake” and so on. Although MAC as an important concept reflects the most important anesthesiology roles of volatile anesthetic agents, it is at least not comprehensive for MAC being as anesthetic potency, the total effects of inhaled volatile anesthetic agents, and the usefulness of an agent. The best example is that metoxysulnfluran with the smallest value of MAC (0.16%) has not been used in clinic, but nitrous oxide with the biggest value of MAC (105%) has still been widely used.

**MAC as anesthetic potency not efficacy**

Efficacy is defined as the biggest effect of drugs without limitation of dose, and anesthetic efficacy usually refers to the maximum depth of anesthesia. If given enough concentration, ether and halothane can both make patients have three to four stage anesthesia, or even died of medulla oblongata anesthesia, which is a high efficacy general anesthetic. As for nitrous oxide, even inhaled concentration is as high as 80%, only can cause light anesthesia, and 100% nitrous oxide is forbidden for use alone to avoid death caused by hypoxia, so nitrous oxide is a low efficacy general anesthetic.

Potency is defined as the required dose or concentration that has effects. MAC described as the concentration of inhaled anesthetic agent required to prevent apparently purposeful movement in 50% of experimental subjects in response to nociceptive stimulus, is potency not efficacy. Although halothane belongs to the same efficacy of inhaled anesthetic agent, halothane has lower MAC (0.77%) comparing with others (MAC 1.92%), which indicates that halothane has a higher potency. Nitrous oxide, the value of its MAC as high as 105%, has not only weak efficacy but also a low potency. It is the “equivalent concentration” of inhaled anesthetic agents that have the equivalent MAC value, and the comparison among different inhaled anesthetic agents should be made under the condition of the equivalent MAC value, such as 0.7 MAC. Potency and efficacy is often confused in some published literatures, which we have discussed previously. [4]

**MAC lack of a strict “additive” nature**

It is generally recognized that MAC have a “additive” nature, means that the same MAC of one inhaled anesthetic agent can replace the other one, for example, the effect of 0.5 MAC halothane plus 0.5 MAC enflurane has the same effect of 1 MAC ether or isoflurane. But in fact, MAC of inhaled anesthetic agents does not have a strict “additive” nature (as shown in Table 1). Some studies even found that there was antagonistic action when nitrous oxide and isoflurane was conjunctively used.[5]

**MAC is not the ED50 for “loss of righting reflex”**

Righting reflex is the animal instinct to keep animal standing position. The time of loss of righting reflex is an often used index for hypnosis. The regulation centers of righting
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**Table 1. The measured values MAC of different inhaled anesthetic agents with and without 70% nitrous oxide (N₂O)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ether</th>
<th>Halothane</th>
<th>Methoxyflurane</th>
<th>Enflurane</th>
<th>Isoflurane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% N₂O</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction (%)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

70% N₂O: 0.7/1.05 = 0.67 MAC, 1MAC – 0.67 MAC = 0.33 MAC.
reflex locate in the brainstem and superior center of brain, but the analgesic action site of inhaled anesthetic agents is spinal cord. There are different regulation centers, routes, interaction property and dose between MAC and ED50 for “loss of righting reflex”, and the ratio of MAC to ED50 for “loss of righting reflex” is rough 1.8, varied in different inhaled anesthetic agents (as shown in Table 2). So when the concept is used, we must not confuse the MAC with ED50 for “loss of righting reflex”.

Factors that affect MAC

Increasing or decreasing the anesthetic concentration required to prevent movement, thereby many factors alter MAC.[6]

Duration of anesthesia

It was thought that MAC was a constant during the whole anesthesia, indicating duration time of anesthesia does not affect the MAC. Petersen-Felix et al [7] found that the MAC of isoflurane is 1.28 ± 0.22% at the beginning of the operation, however, 173 min after operation it decreased to 1.04 ± 0.22% in 10 patients undergone isoflurane anesthesia maintenance, and Zbinden [8] obtained the similar results after a series of studies on different factors that affect MAC. It was confirmed that the concentration of sevoflurane for maintaining immobility and stability of circulation under the condition of skin incision for placing the chest drainage tube, is significant lower than that at the beginning of the operation.[9] These data show that MAC reduced with duration time of anesthesia. It is speculated that the change has relation to variance in individual sensitive to inhaled anesthetic agents, equilibrium time of inhaled anesthetic agents in spinal cord.

Pattern, intensity and location of the stimulus

The measured value of MAC was thought to be a constant without being affected by pattern of stimulus, if given percutaneous stimulation like tail clamping, skin incision or electrical stimulation. But Zbinden [8] found the measured value of isoflurane MAC under electric pulse stimulation was 1.03 ± 0.09%, which was lower than that 1.16% under skin incision. And “MAC-intubation” and “MAC-awake” also is used now in clinic anesthesia practice. Satas et al [10] found that no matter under the condition of normal temperature or low temperature, the measured value of halothane and isoflurane MAC under tail clamping was lower than that under jaw clamping. All above results suggested that different pattern, intensity and position of stimulus had different MAC, so when MAC is measured, it should be given the uniform pattern, intensity and location of the stimulus.

Other factors

The temperature of the human body, change of the hydrostatic pressure, age, and change of Na⁺, K⁺, Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ in cerebrospinal fluid,[1] can affect MAC of inhaled anesthetic agents in different degree. Savitha KS and his colleagues [11] found that preemptive multimodal analgesia had synergistic effect with isoflurane (ISO), so they suggested reduction of MACISO to skin incision to a greater degree.

Application of MAC

Despite its limitations, MAC remains the most commonly used measure of anesthetic potency for inhaled medications. MAC is still a pragmatic surrogate for general anesthetics target concentration in brain, an index for comparing the analgesia potency of inhalation anesthetics. However, it is critical to redefine some basic concepts related to MAC to make it to serve basic science and clinical practice in a precise manner.
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